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Simulating Language 
4: Iterated Learning

Simon Kirby

simon.kirby@ed.ac.uk  

Code for the videos and figures in today’s lecture is on GitHub as lecture4_figures.ipynb



Lab 3, Question 1

“Can you produce a result like the Hudson Kam & Newport (2005) results for 
adults, i.e. that adult learners fairly accurately track the frequency of a linguistic 
variant in their input? What kinds of priors and what kinds of data does this 
work for?”


• What would “tracking the frequency of a linguistic variant in the input” look 
like in our model?


• Under what conditions does this occur?



Lab 3, Question 2

“Can you produce a result like the Hudson Kam & Newport (2005) results for 
children, i.e. that children tend to regularise, sometimes producing only one 
variant even when their data contains variation? Again, what kinds of priors and 
what kinds of data does this work for?”


• What would regularisation look like in our model?


• Under what conditions does this occur?



Uniform prior (alpha=1)
N.B. For this slide, watch the 
videos linked on website!



Regularity prior (alpha=0.1)
N.B. For this slide, watch the 
videos linked on website!



Data obscures the prior P (✓|d) / P (d|✓)P (✓)

Unbiased learner Biased learner

N.B. For this slide, watch the 
videos linked on website!



Data obscures the prior P (✓|d) / P (d|✓)P (✓)

Unbiased learner? Biased learner? 

ber of determiners produced by participants in the count/mass condition versus the
gender condition. The interaction between the two factors, meaning and level of
consistency, was also not significant. Because there was no effect of meaning and
no significant interaction henceforth the data will be reported for the two meaning
groups combined.

However, this pattern of performance does not necessarily indicate probability
matching rather than rule formation or regularization. The group means could per-
haps be an average across individuals who each formed regular rules. We thus ex-
amined the consistency of production among individual participants.

One type of rule participants could have imposed would be to produce deter-
miners categorically, either all or none of the time. (The significant effect of input
level in our data would in this case result from a changing proportion of partici-
pants using all versus none.) To examine this, we categorized participants as exhib-
iting a categorical rule when they showed determiner use at or below 10% (cate-
gorical no-determiner rule) or determiner use at or above 90% (categorical use of
determiners). We found 6 participants (out of 37) who appeared to have created
one of these rules. Four participants adopted a no-det rule. These 4 used determin-
ers 10%, 3%, 0%, and 9% of the time. They were distributed among the consis-
tency conditions: one in the high consistency condition, two in the mid consistency
condition, and one in the low consistency condition. Two participants used deter-
miners categorically, at 93% and 100%. These 2 participants were both in the high
consistency condition. However, most participants (31 out of 37) did not qualify as
exhibiting either categorical rule.

168 HUDSON KAM AND NEWPORT

FIGURE 3 Mean percentage of nouns produced with determiners by input level and meaning
condition.



What makes languages regular?

• We’re interested in explaining why languages are the way they are (e.g. 
regular)


• We’re arguing it’s due to something about our learning bias (e.g. learners 
prefer regular languages)

Learning bias Language 
structure



The problem of linkage

• But there’s something wrong here. Given enough data, the different 
learning biases seem to lead to the same outcome.


• Two problems:


• Where does the data come from in the first place?


• And how exactly does learning bias (a property of an individual’s 
cognition) lead to language structure (a universal property of population 
behaviour)? 

Learning bias Language 
structure?

THE PROBLEM OF LINKAGE



Solving the problem of linkage

• Where does the language data come from that our 
learners have to acquire?

Utterances in

Utterances out



Solving the problem of linkage

• Where does the language data come from 
that our learners have to acquire?


• From other learners!


• Language persists over time by repeatedly 
being learned and used by multiple 
individuals in a population


• It is out of this continual process of iterated 
learning that the structure of language 
emerges


• Note, this is cultural rather than biological 
evolution

Utterances

Utterances

Utterances

Utterances



Modelling iterated learning

Grammar

Utterances

Learning

Utterances

Grammar

Learning

Utterances

Use

Use

P (h|d)

P (h|d)

Simulate language 
transmission from 
learner to learner. 

How does the bias 
affect the end result 
of iterated learning?

P (d|h)

P (d|h)



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Watching the prior reveal itself

Regularity prior,



Modelling iterated learning

Grammar

Utterances

Learning

Utterances

Grammar

Learning

Utterances

Use

Use

P (h|d)

P (h|d)

Simulate language 
transmission from 
learner to learner. 

Over time, the 
bias reveals itself

P (d|h)

P (d|h)



Reali, F., & Griffiths, T. L. (2009). The evolution of 
frequency distributions: Relating regularization 
to inductive biases through iterated learning. 
Cognition, 111, 317–328. 

http://cocosci.princeton.edu/tom/papers/regularization.pdf
http://cocosci.princeton.edu/tom/papers/regularization.pdf
http://cocosci.princeton.edu/tom/papers/regularization.pdf
http://cocosci.princeton.edu/tom/papers/regularization.pdf


An iterated vocabulary learning experiment

• 6 objects, each object has two labels


• Training: see objects labelled 10 times each


• Testing: label each object 10 times


• Initial language:


• Object 1: “tef” 10 times, “gos” 0 times


• Object 2: “seb” 9 times, “nuk” 1 time


• Object 3: “buv” 8 times, “kal” 2 times


• …


• Object 6: “vit” 5 times, “lem” 5 times ambiguous trials, the word had co-occurred with both objects during the training
phase, so that there were in fact two potentially correct answers, with one more

Fig. 1. An example of a novel 3D object used in this task. Five panels excerpted from the QuickTime
movie show stills of the object as it moves in a horizontal arc across the screen, beginning and ending in a
central position in the frame.

A. Vouloumanos / Cognition 107 (2008) 729–742 733



consequences of these biases in shaping the form of lan-
guages over time. One possibility is that the priors operat-
ing during frequency estimation may vary continuously as
a function of task demands, rather than a simple dichot-
omy between probability matching and regularization.

6. Experiment 3: revealing a different kind of prior

A possible objection to the conclusions drawn from
Experiment 2 is that the bias toward regularization could
be an artifact of the iterated learning experimental para-
digm. We are interested in ruling out this possibility
regardless of the specific mechanism potentially involved.
To do that, we designed a non-linguistic task, in which
priors are expected to favor competing variants equally,
that is, the inductive biases are not expected to favor reg-
ularization. In Experiment 3, participants were exposed to
a sequence of coin flips and then asked to predict the out-
come of another sequence of coin flips during the test
phase. Since participants presumably have experience
with fair coins, they are not expected to have a bias to-
wards heads or tails. Rather, priors operating during this
task should weight both outcomes equally. Thus, Experi-
ment 3 is a control study designed to test whether a bias
that does not favor regularization would be revealed by

iterated learning, even under conditions when partici-
pants are exposed to a highly uneven number of tails
and heads in a sequence of coin flips in the initial gener-
ations. Showing that the iterated learning task can pro-
duce this bias will illustrate that our previous results on
regularization are not merely a consequence of the task,
but genuinely reflect the consequences of the learning
process.

6.1. Method

6.1.1. Participants
Fifty participants took part in the experiment in ex-

change for course credit or financial compensation of
$10/h. Participants were undergraduates from the Univer-
sity of California, Berkeley, or other members of the univer-
sity community. As in Experiment 2, participants formed
five generations of learners in ten families.

6.1.2. Materials
Three different coins were used to produce the se-

quences of coin flips: a two headed quarter, a two tailed
quarter and a regular unbiased quarter. In addition, we
used a deck of cards and an unbiased die to familiarize par-
ticipants with the idea of predicting random processes.
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Fig. 3. Results of Experiment 2. (a) Frequency of w1 produced by participants (horizontal axis) per generation (vertical axis). Each panel corresponds to
increasing values of the frequency of w1 in the input to the first learner (right to left 0, 1 2, 3, 4, 5), and each line to one ‘‘family” of participants. Iterated
learning with Bayesian agents using (b) sampling and (c) MAP estimation produce predictions in correspondence with these results. White cells have zero
probability, darker grey indicates higher probability. The sampling model provides a better account of the participants’ responses.

324 F. Reali, T.L. Griffiths / Cognition 111 (2009) 317–328

10 tem, 0 gos

N gos

9 seb, 1 nuk

N nuk

8 buv, 2 kal

N kal

5 vit, 5 Lem

N lem

…

…



Smith, K., & Wonnacott, E. (2010). Eliminating 
unpredictable variation through iterated 
learning. Cognition, 116, 444–449. 

http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/~kenny/publications/smith_10_eliminating.pdf
http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/~kenny/publications/smith_10_eliminating.pdf
http://www.lel.ed.ac.uk/~kenny/publications/smith_10_eliminating.pdf


An iterated artificial language learning experiment

• 4 animals, presented in singular or plural


• Training: see scenes plus descriptions


• Testing: produce descriptions


• Initial language:

glim cow glim cow fip 
OR 

glim cow tay
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Simple system of conditioned variation

Predictable variation, rather than zero variability, 
gradually develops: a simple noun class system

“fip” nouns “tay” nouns



Summary and next up

• Beta-binomial model allows us to model how learners respond to variability


• Two important insights:


• If you study learning in individuals, data can obscure the prior


• The prior can reveal itself over iterated learning


• Lab experiments show this same cumulative, gradual regularization can 
produce patterns of conditioned variation, like we see in natural languages 

• This week: lab on iterated Bayesian learning 


• Next week: no class


• Week 6: Communication and the Rational Speech Act model


• Week 7: Compositionality


